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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In our modern civilization, people face serious problems in coping 

with the poor quality of their houses and community design. 

Unfortunately, in the United States, the country which everybody 

dreams about as a place where they can achieve self-success, the design 

of homes and communities appears to be following an inappropriate 

direction, one that ignores the emotional and social contacts between 

each member of society. This could eventually become the obstacle 

preventing the population from achieving their maxim urn psychological 

and physical well-being. As Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson wrote: 

Modern high- and low-rise housing have in common that they 
innovate fundamentally in spatial organization, and both produce, 
in common it seems, lifeless and deserted environments. It has 
become clear that a lack of understanding of the precise nature of 
the relation between spatial organization and social life is the 
chief obstacle to better design. 1 

In the past, in a slower paced world, the development of the 

environment into physical and psychological components occurred 

through native wisdom, trial and error, and cultural preference so that 

the "fit" between man and environment was so close that the mental 

1 Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson, The Social Logic of Space, 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984), ix-x. 



and physical health of the inhabitants of a dwelling was strengthened 

by the very design of the building. China was chosen as the country for 

study because of the length of time over which its culture has 

developed. Through the study and analysis of two types of traditional 

Chinese house and community design--Huizhou and Suzhou (Figures 

1.1 and 1.2). This thesis will apply the findings to the design of a 

typical American building type, housing for the elderly. A description 

of the design proposal is included in the last chapter. 

Essence of Traditional Chinese House Design 

It has been remarked time after time that Chinese architecture has 

made special contributions to the world's cultural heritage. The Great 

Wall, the Grand Canal, the Chinese Gardens, and the Forbidden City 

are among many people's favorite examples (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). From 

a Western point of view, what makes China and Chinese culture so 

unique is its complete contrast to the Western world. 

The West, in general, appears to have little understanding about 

Chinese culture. Therefore, though Chinese architecture has gained 

much credibility recently, people in the West have a long way to travel 

to reach the threshold of the very essence of Chinese architecture. No 

matter which architectural history book written by Western authors is 

2 



Figure 1.1. View of ancient Y uliangzhen of H uizhou. 

Yi Yuan Garden. 

Figure 1.2 The bird's-eye view ofYi Yuan Garden. 

Source: Lifang & Sianglin Yu, The Garden Art of China, 1986. 
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Figure 1.3. The Great Canal in Suzhou. 

Figure 1.4. A corner of Forbidden City, Beijing. 
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examined, rarely does one find much systematic material about 

Chinese architecture. The only information likely to be found is in the 

discussions on how Chinese architecture utilizes wooden structures as 

compared to the Western world (Figure 1.5). 

The other aspect of architecture--that really makes Chinese 

architecture distinguishable from Western architecture--is its 

permeation by philosophy. This is usually ignored by Western 

architectural historians and critics. The harmonious marriage of 

philosophy and architecture provides the solution to the question of 

how great Chinese architecture was achieved, and which culminated in 

the magnificence of Chinese imperial and domestic architecture and 

garden design. 

In developing an anatomy of a culture, one might begin with 

research into religion and primitive social and cultural behaviors. As 

opposed to the West where people are religiously-oriented, the Chinese 

are philosophy-oriented. According to Charles A. Moore: 

It has often been said that philosophy is more significant in 
China, in the life of even the common man, than in any other 
civilization in the history of the world .... In China it is not ecessary 
to be religious but it is necessary to be philosophical, or at least 
possessed of a knowledge of philosophy.2 

2 Charles A. Moore, The Chinese mind--Essentials of Chinese 
Philosophy and Culture, (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 
University of Hawaii Press, 1967), p.2. 
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Figure 1.5. Plan and Section of the Buddhist Pagoda in YinXian County, 
China. It is one of the oldest existing wooden structure in China. 

Source: The History of Chinese Architecture, 1985. 
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Thus, it is not an exaggeration to say that Chinese people can live 

without religion but they cannot live without philosophy. 

Reflecting aspects of a civilization, architecture expresses certain 

cultural and philosophical characteristics. To understand the character 

of Chinese architecture, one must have knowledge of Chinese culture 

and philosophy. For the purpose of analyzing the fine traditional 

Chinese house and community design, the scope of this thesis is limited 

to very basic knowledge regarding the philosophies that have 

influenced Chinese architecture in the past centuries. 

Confucianism 

Many schools of philosophy have prospered in the various stages of 

Chinese history. The most powerful is undoubtedly Confucianism, 

representing the rationalistic and human-centered side of Chinese 

thought. It has influenced China for over two thousand years. Every 

corner of its cultural, economic, and political life sees its influences. In 

studying architecture, one should be aware constantly of Confucianism 

at all times. It has been so essential to Chinese life that every member 

of society is cultivated to act accordingly to rules established by 

Confucius. Architects, craftsmen, and the population in general 

consciously and unconsciously practice those principles. As Xiaotong 

7 



Fei pointed in his book, From the Soil, "Chinese society is of a pattern 

of discrete circles, the differential mode of association."3 This originates 

from Confucius' idea of society: "A ruler who uses government to 

achieve virtue is like the North star, which makes all the other stars 

surround it." .t 

According to Confucius, the greatest part of the five relationships in 

society--"ruler to subject, the relationship to one's parents and 

ancestors, the relation of husband to wife, parent to child, and friend to 

friend--were family responsibilities."5 Thus, a person, especially a 

scholar that was strictly educated through the rules of Confucius, was 

tightly linked to his family. His garden and house were the places for 

his family. As a result, the house was always connected with gardens, 

and they were greatly appreciated by the scholars. Influenced by 

Confucianism, the scholars accepted the belief that to be a great man 

one should have a dynamic and positive view of psychological growth; 

concern for one's personal psychic and physical cultivation should be as 

a Xiaotong Fei, From the Soil--the Foundation of Chinese society, 
Trans. by Gary G. Hamilton and Wang Zheng, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1992), p.67 -68. 

4 Confucius, Analects, Book 2, Chap.1. 

5 Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China, (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1983), p.27. 
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deeply and cosmically considered as the cultivation of land practiced by 

the careful husbandry. 

Taoism 

Until recently, researchers have not paid very much attention to 

another, and comparatively secondary, philosophical school, Taoism, 

though it has not been neglected. 

Taoism has a strong influence on Chinese culture, but it is 

unfortunate that the Taoist influence on architecture has been 

overwhelmed by Confucianism. However, it is necessary to bring 

Taoism into the discussion and analysis of traditional Chinese 

residential designs if a comprehensive picture is to emerge. Taoism 

provides scholars with a way of perceiving the human world in a 

different way. Taoists' approach to harmony is through an inner 

cultivation and appreciation of nature. Taoists advocate that people: 

regard the fundamental as the essence, to regard things 
as coarse, to regard accumulation as deficiency, and to dwell 
quietly alone with the spiritual and the intelligent. Herein lie 
the techniques of Tao of the ancients. 6 

6 Wing-Tsit Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), pp.136-137. 
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Taoism demands people give careful consideration to these 

techniques when incorporating nature with their living. According to 

Taoism, human nature is basically good and perfectible; thus the house 

and garden became the place for the recreation in the arts and self-

cultivation. 

Taoism advocates "no-being'' and "no-acting." From ancient 

literature sources, Dr. Yu-lan Feng describes "no-being'' and "no-acting'' 

as follows: 

[F]or building up (their [the Taoist] system of thought) they used 
invariability, non-being and being. For the leading idea they used 
supreme oneness. "Supreme oneness," this is the Tao. As also is 
said in the Chuang tzu book, "In the great name: it is that from 
which oneness originated. There was oneness, but it had not yet 
form." The Tao is that from which oneness came to be, i.e. "the 
Tao brought oneness into being." Since it did that, it is the 
supreme oneness. 7 

In other words, Taoism requires of people that they be inactive to 

the physical world and to be naturalized into Nature. Taoism is a way 

of thinking, or of refusing to think; for in the view of the Taoists 

thought is a superficial affair, good only for argument, and more 

harmful than beneficial to life. 

7 Yu-lan Feng, The Spirit of Chinese Philosophy, trans. By E.R. 
Hughes, (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., 1947), 
p.63. 
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Philosophy in Chinese Architecture 

The supreme ideal of the architecture of Confucianism is found in 

the Forbidden City in Beijing, the largest existing architectural 

complex in the world (Figures 1.6, 1. 7 and 1.8). The complex is perfect 

in showing how hierarchical order, power and glory of the central 

government are symbolized in architecture. On the other hand, the 

largest category of architectural types is the house. In the vast area of 

the nation, houses illustrate the diverse natural, cultural and historical 

differences of the people (Figures 1.9 and 1.10). 

Taoist architecture and planning is exemplified by such marvelous 

examples as the Wangshiyuan Garden in Suzhou, which represents the 

highest level of Chinese garden art, and the city of Huizhou, which 

provides perfect examples of how urban spaces can be incorporated 

with Nature. 

Houses and residential communities offer researchers great 

opportunities for examining the marriage of philosophy and 

architecture--both from the view points of Confucianism and of Taoism. 

Recent research conducted by the Department of Architecture at 

Southeast University, China, in the late 1980s has demonstrated the 

integration of the two philosophies in the houses and communities of 

Southern China, such as Suzhou, Huizhou, and Hangzhou, which 

11 



Figure 1.6. Qiniandian Hall at The Temple of Heaven, Beijing. 

Figure 1.7. The Marb]e work in Forbidden City , Beijing. 
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Figure 1.8. The Fuoxiangge Pavilion at Summer Palace, Beijing. 
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Figure 1.9. The different types of traditional house in China, part 1. 
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Figure 1.10. The different types of traditional house in China, part 2. 

Source: Qimin Jing, Zhon_ggyg __ Ghuan_t.g_ng Minju Uai_ti. 1985. 
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traditionally the most productive part of the nation. The result of this 

study can be found in the Reference Room at Department of 

Architecture at Southeast University, Nanjng. 
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CHAPTER II 

TWO TYPES OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE HOUSES 

Introduction 

Historically, Northern China has always been less developed than 

its Southern counterpart. The North has been the nation's political and 

military center throughout most of China's history, whereas the South 

has traditionally been the economic center because of the abundant 

rain, fertile soil, well cultivated land, and agricultural tradition (Figure 

2.1). Throughout history, the South was always the place where the 

lyric stories were recounted, where literature of a lighter tone was 

born, where comfortable life styles were pursued. Compared to the 

North, in this part of the nation a more carefree atmosphere always 

accompanied the people. 

A reasonable explanation for why architecture and gardens in the 

South could attain such high levels of perfection is that here the people 

had more time and freedom because their basic living needs were met 

more easily through the munificence of the kinder environment. Marx 

said that "economic foundation" will determine "superstructure." Only 

when the economic foundation is fortified can the superstructure be 

built. In this case, the advantagesof the rich productivity of the South 

17 
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provided the foundation, while the integration of architecture and 

philosophy resulted in the superstructure. 

The following is the analysis of two important types of house design 

in South China: the Suzhou house and the Huizhou house. 

The Suzhou House 

Suzhou is one of the oldest cities in China. It was founded in the 

Tai Lake area, one of the most productive areas of the country. During 

the last thousand years, Suzhou has been the regional economic center 

of the South. It has always been the home to many upper-class people 

and it has regularly attracted high officials to spend their retirement 

there (Figure 2.2). Because of the ideal location on the banks of the 

Grand Canal which linked the rich southern areas with the military 

and political capital in the North, and the affluence generated by this 

locale, these wealthy people tended to create a leisured lifestyle. Most 

were very well educated, and they seized the opportunities suggested 

by this environment that naturally favored their own interests and 

philosophy. Also, because of the looser political and moral rules in the 

South, they were able to make happy compromises between the severe 

self-restricting constraints of Confucianism and the passive attitude of 

Taoism towards nature. The major aesthetic contribution resulting 

19 



Figure 2.2. A traditional Chinese painting showing the beautiful view of 
Suzhou. 

SourcP: Edwin T. Morris, Tb~_Oan:)G_[l~ _Q( China, 1983. 
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from this compromise can been seen in the design of gardens, notably 

the W angshiyuan Garden, the Zhouzhengyuan Garden and the 

Liuyuan Garden in Suzhou. 

It has long been recognized that the gardens in Suzhou represent 

the highest level of landscape design in China (Figure 2.3). In The 

History of Chinese Architecture, there is a paragraph describing the 

prosperity of Suzhou residential garden complexes: 

In the middle ofMing Dynasty, the economy greatly developed .... 
Suzhou was the place which had the most developed agriculture 
and manufacturing industry. Many officials and landlords 
gathered in the city and started the tradition of the garden house 
complex practice and reached a climax. Most of the existing 
garden house complexes were built in that era .... Meanwhile, a 
group of landscape experts grew up in this area. Among the 
famous were Ji Cheng, Zhang Liang and Zhou Bing-zhong. They 
were scholars who were good at painting. They also participated 
in design and construction practice. Thus, it was possible for 
them to develop a complete design theory. 8 

Should one delve deeply into the discipline of garden design, not 

only in the practical aspects of horticultural techniques but also in the 

matters of transcendence from the visible and physical landscape to the 

invisible and psychological fulfillment, one discovers that house and 

garden designs were more than mere physical appearances of buildings 

8 The History of Chinese Architecture, trans. By the author from 
Chinese, (Beijing: China Architectural Industrial Press, 2nd Ed., 1986) 
PP.135-136. 
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and gardens. They were incredible artistic works amalgamating 

spiritual needs with daily life (Figure 2.4). 

The Huizhou House 

Huizhou is about four hundred kilometers south of Suzhou. It 

has been a regional economic center since the Song Dynasty was 

established about eight centuries ago. Unlike Suzhou, the value of the 

Huizhou house and community was only recently recognized. 

Compared to Suzhou, Huizhou is less accessible to the other parts of 

the country. Though it is located on the banks ofXinanjian River, and 

close to the prosperous area of the Yangtze River delta, it remained 

predominantly a local culture, accomplished through the successful 

commerce of local people (Figure 2.5). These businessmen gradually 

brought fortunes to the area and provided the foundation of a 

burgeoning middle-class. However, the merchant-class normally was 

the profession that ranked lowest throughout China. They did not 

receive a very good education and, accordingly, had less restrictions 

from rules imposed on their social activities. This resulted in a culture 

which markedly differed from the one that was appreciated by the 

nobles in Suzhou (Figure 2.6). 

Huizhou houses were mainly built by rich merchants, and it 
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Figure 2.3. An ancient water gate in Suzhou. 

Figure 2.4. A traditional drawing showing the ideal position for a man in 
Nature. 
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Figure 2.5 . The central street in downtown, Huizhou. 

Figun· ~ . G . An ancient buil<ling in lluizhou. 

24 
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showed 'They have magnificent wood, brick, and decorative rock 

carving. They have comparatively free floor plans which differ from the 

official's house of Suzhou."9 

Nevertheless, no exception to the rules of Confucianism could be 

tolerated because they always provided the foundation for the stability 

of society. This locally developed prosperity allowed a more humane 

and informal culture to blossom. Aggrandizement and self-fulfillment 

were subordinated because of the lack of surplus funds to be expended 

on upper-class houses and fine gardens. There was also a shortage of 

scholarly accomplishment to influence design. Therefore, the houses 

en-masse in Huizhou have the appearance of good community design: 

they are connected with each other, the streets are used as public 

spaces for social activity, partially yielding to each house's entry space. 

The overall character is not of individual developments but rather of 

holistic compactness (Figures 2. 7, 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10). 

The first sight of Huizhou houses creates a reaction of joy: "What a 

wonderful community!" The delightful covered bridges, the circuitous 

streams underneath, and the finely carved gates recording the events of 

the streets unfold before one (Figure 2.11). Everything is organized to 

make active places--spaces shared by people, a stage upon which they 

9 Ibid., p.119. 
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Figure 2. 7. The main g·ate leading to the central street of Huizhou. 

Figure 2.8. The narrow stone-paved old street between dwellings. 
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Figure 2.9. The Grand Scholar gateway in the central street of Huizhou. 

Figure 2.10. A gmall Plegant gateway in olrf residential area, Huizhou . 
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can act even though they are simply going through their daily routines. 

This type of old urban space can be found not only in Huizhou, but also 

in other old cities in the South. Almost everything in the town has 

remained unchanged over the course of several centuries: no 

automobile is allowed in the sandstone paved streets; people can softly 

talk to each other, even without crossing the ten to twelve feet wide 

street (Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15). 

The Comparison of Suzhou and Huizhou Houses 

The following is a comparison of Suzhou and Huizhou houses. 

Compared to Suzhou residences, one would describe Huizhou houses 

as examples of community design because of the urbanized spaces and 

order of placement of each unit. Suzhou provides examples of 

individual house design in which all stories occur in an enclosed place. 

The Huizhou house emphasizes open public space and social contact 

between people; the Suzhou house focuses on the private space, and on 

limited enclosed spaces which create a spiritual world. The Huizhou 

house produces urban space, while the Suzhou house results in a 

village within the city. The Huizhou house is created to meet the needs 

of a business oriented middle-class society which depends upon the full 

interaction of those within the same economic group. The 
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Fig·ure 2.11. Detail of The Grand Scholar gateway. The gateway is a symbol 
for the event of the city and people. 
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Figure 2.12. An arch connecting two sides of the street. 

Figure 2.13. The end of the street is a eovercd bridge. 
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Figure 2.14. Along the old narrow street are small shops. They are also the 
places where people have social contact. 

Figure 2.15. Huizhou is at the bank of Xinanjiang River where people still 
have a good relationship with Nature. 
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Suzhou house meets the needs of upper-class people who are 

independent of each other and who deeply rely on the spiritual to 

satisfy their oneness with nature. The Huizhou house allows all its 

members to participate together in social activity. The Suzhou house 

offers opportunities to achieve one's goals very personally. 

Regardless of these differences, both house types provide successful 

examples of how to concretize one's personal philosophy with one's 

living spaces. In other words, one's personal philosophy is expressed in 

the design of domiciles. Furthermore, this approach performs an 

important role in creating successful and sympathetic communities. 

The idea of order and hierarchy in Confucianism philosophy is 

contained in the general plan of Huizhou which can be regarded as 

active urban design. The Taoist idea of a life of tranquillity lies in the 

gardens of Suzhou. It ignores the noise of the material world. 

The commonality underlying both types of design approach is the 

active linkages between people and nature both create. Somehow this 

is what most modern house design seems to lack. Design should bridge 

successfully the physical and spiritual needs of people in order to be 

considered sound. 
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CHAPTER III 

HOUSE AND COMMUNITY IN THE UNITED STATES 

The United Stated is the most developed country on the planet, and 

it has contributed substantially to the development of modern 

civilization. The architectural activities in this country provide people 

a huge opportunity to exhibit their ideals. The U.S. has the most 

advanced technology, and still has more untapped natural resources 

than most places in the world. Many American people still have the 

flexibility and resources for building their own houses, thereby 

fulfilling the American dream, owning the American home. 

The dream house is a uniquely American form, because for the 
first time in history, a civilization has created a utopian ideal 
based on the house rather than the city or the nation. For 
hundreds of years, when individuals thought about putting an end 
to social problems, they designed model towns to express these 
desires, not model homes. 10 

Unfortunately, the concept of the dream house separates families 

from each other and from the city. 

10 Dolores Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream--The 
Future of Housing, Work, and Family Life, (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Co., 1984), p.18. 
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It has long been recognized that it is mobility that makes American 

people unique from others. This is a mobile country: everything 

depends on automobiles. They make American life convenient because 

of the efficiency they provide. But on the other hand, American people 

are becoming more and more personally indifferent to each other 

because of long distances between each other, physically and 

psychologically. Streets are made so wide or altered in width to 

accommodate cars traveling at thirty miles per hour so that the facial 

expressions of one's neighbor across the road cannot even be 

recognized. As Richard Sennett wrote in his book, Flesh and Stone: 

People now move rapidly, especially to and within peripheral 
territories whose fragments are linked together only by 
automobiles. The logistics of speed, however, detach the 
body from the spaces through which it moves; highway 
planners seek, for reasons of safety if nothing else, to 
neutralize and standardize the spaces through which a 
speeding vehicle travels. The act of driving, disciplining 
the sitting body into a fixed position, and requiring only 
micro-movements, pacifies the driver physically. 11 

If the living environment was designed to allow people to have more 

personal contact they would not remain on their couches in huge empty 

living-rooms trying to learn about and understand the outside world 

11 Richard Sennett, Flesh and Stone, (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Co., 1994), p.365. 
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from short sound bites on television programs. If designers would pay 

a little more attention to pedestrian needs in the community, residents 

should no longer see from their living rooms isolated vehicles isolated 

in vacant driveways or traveling aggressively up and down the street; 

the streets would be full of people walking, talking and jogging; drives 

would be cognizant of passers-by and drivers with due consideration. 

Many believe that contemporary house and community design does 

not respect the spiritual needs of the inhabitants. Nowadays, one sees 

hundreds of acres of land rapidly covered by cheap houses of similar 

design which almost takes on the regulated appearance of a military or 

concentration camp, even if each house is well designed. But how can 

design treat habitation as a mass-production activity if it is solely 

constructed from identical blueprints with little consideration for the 

diversity of the residents' life styles? 

Very few architects design tract housing. Builders are responsible 

for it, mainly using architecturally untrained draftsmen. This is why 

much of the current housing stocks lack design quality; it rarely gets 

considered. 

Contractors received funding from federal housing agencies, 
bought farm land in a remote part of a metropolitan area-
preferably a place without a planning board--and started 
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"raising houses instead of potatoes." Many architects were 
appalled by the banal designs the builders threw up.I2 

Examples are common: if one goes to the new outskirts of Phoenix 

or Las Vegas, Albany or Lubbock, one will discover a depressing 

monotony through sameness. Cannot things be helped? 

Individualism and Isolation 

Americans see themselves as individuals, which means they 

concentrate on self-actualization, lacking dependence on others. They 

try to accomplish personal goals through their own efforts. 

The famous American "individual," rather than being an 
adventurer, is in reality most often a man or woman whose 
circle of reality is drawn no larger than family and friends. 
The individual has little interest, indeed, little energy, 

outside that circle. The American individual is a passive 
person, and monotonous space is what a society of passive 
individuals builds for itsel£.13 

This individualism does not make Americans solitary persons. 

Actually, they are like other cultures in many ways, desiring active 

social lives and close relationships with other members of society. They 

take every opportunity for meeting people and making friends in places 

12 Dolores Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream, p.43. 

13 Richard Sennett, The Conscience of the Eye, (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1991), p.65. 
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like bars, clubs, and the workplace. On the other hand, they tend to 

protect themselves so carefully, locking the door and equipping their 

houses with high-tech alarm systems, that they seem to be in a 

medieval fortified castle. This appears to be the result of poor design 

and planning. When Americans stay in their homes watching TV, the 

spaces between neighbors are not used. This is not because people do 

not want to use them, it is simply that poorly designed outside spaces 

do not regularly attract dwellers to use the exterior of their properties. 

Often they neither seek to improve it with plants, shrubs, flowers, 

walls and paths, nor do they relax there. They only go out to maintain 

it, only to cut the grass, though, watering is done automatically. 

Through the reliability of advanced technology to maximize people's 

security and thus isolation, house designers seem to escape their 

obligation to create charming architecture and welcoming landscaping. 

They erect efficient mass produced buildings, but of exceedingly dull 

construction. In their vocabulary, "isolation" might be construed as 

"individualism." If so, this leads to a misunderstanding in architectural 

communication expressing the spirit of American dreams. 

Because the form of housing carries so many aesthetic, 
social, and economic messages, a serious misfit between 
a society and its housing stock can create profound unrest 
and disorientation. [T]he squalid tenements of the nineteenth 
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and early twentieth centuries reflected class oppression 
that at times became a threat to the urban social order ,14 

Rather ironically, it has became a fact that people who live in high-

tech societies, where most of their physical needs are met mechanically, 

become softer because their psychological and social needs are 

insufficiently addressed. 

Washington Square has become a kind of drug supermarket; the 
swings of the children's north sandlot serve as a stand-up 
boutique for heroin, the benches under the statue of a Polish 
patriot serve as display counters for various pills, while all four 
corners of the square deal wholesale in cocaine. No young people 
sleep in the park now, and though the various dealers and their 
outriders are familiar figures to the mothers watching infants on 
the swings or to students at the university next to the square, 
these criminals seem all but invisible to the police. 15 

If architects can determine an appropriate definition of 

individualism, unused or passive environments may be avoided. 

Mobility is not a satisfactory reason solely for the failure of 

American built environments. In contrast to the situation in the 

United States, European countries that have become more mobile in 

recent decades are continuing to maintain their tradition of active city 

spaces, and retain their habit of providing "people-spaces" in housing 

14Dolores Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream, p.40. 

15 Richard Sennett, Flesh and Stone, p.357. 
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and community design. The reality of urban design in the United 

States indicates a negative aspect: 

If we were able to take a bird' s eye view of recent physical changes 
in the urban surface with the principles of syntactic analysis in 
mind, than a number of pervasive themes would readily identify 
themselves. At the general level, there appears to be a 
fundamental shift from a system that is a continuous through the 
operation of the everywhere ringy, open, and distributed street 
system, to one that is discontinuous, that is, divided into a 
number of relatively closed local domains.I6 

This discontinuity must be addressed if open, welcoming 

environments are to be designed which will improve the social contact, 

safety and happiness of the inhabitants and visitors. 

16 Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson, The Social Logic of Space, 
pp.262-263. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ARCHITECTURE AS CULTURAL ASPECT 

Numerically, houses comprise the largest building type in the world. 

Generally, the buildings are small, especially when compared to large 

scale commercial, institutional, or industrial structures. This does not 

mean that their importance to society is any less than those of other 

building types. 

On the contrary, houses are the most essential and complicated 

entity with which people have to deal throughout their lifetime. As 

human-beings evolved, the first basic need of the species dealt with 

survival. In order for generations to survive, primitive man had to 

hunt animals, collect fruits and nuts, construct secure sheltered places 

to be free from wind, rain, snow, and hazardous natural conditions 

(Figure 4.1). 

It took a long time for primitive people to evolve to a level that could 

be considered civilized. During that process they struggled against 

natural disasters, looking for ideal sites to build safe places for their 

very survival. When agricultural productivity reached such a high 

level that it produced a surplus, through storage the group could be 

sustained, even in hard times. Now that they did not have to forage 
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and hunt, these people acquired the luxury of time to relax and think. 

Spiritual needs were elaborated upon, and people started to practice 

more complicated daily and ritualistic activities (Figure 4.2). 

Archeological research and excavation have proved this: the major 

elements of archeological debris seen today are the remains of primitive 

habitations. Though religious and other social events were held in 

these places, the physical core of the communities was for dwelling 

purpose (Figure 4.3). 

Literature search indicates that in all ancient cities, no matter 

whether in the Western or Eastern cultures, the oldest and most extent 

building type is the house. One might be overwhelmed by the power 

and glory of the pyramid and temple of ancient Egypt, but fail to be 

impressed by the amount of simple housing units that exists. The 

remains of ancient communities are generally the houses that directly 

developed from antique prototypes. 

The author feels that architecture begins with house design, for the 

history of house design is accompanied by the development of other 

aspects of culture including investigations into what is now known as 

the natural and social sciences. Thus, inevitably, the periodic 

character of technique as well as social achievement are reflected in 

house design. 
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Sourc.e: Trachtenberg & Hayman , ~h1tect.ure From Prehistory to 
Postmodernism, 1986 . 
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Figure .1. ;1. House interiors, Cat.al H uy uk . 
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Postmodernism, 1986. 
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The process does not always seem to progress in linear fashion. 

The twentieth-century appears to be the one of the most crucial and 

dramatic periods in human history. Philosophically, the world appears 

to have taken a dramatic shift from tradition to anti-tradition affecting 

every aspect of society (Figure 4. 5). 

It is time however for our architects to think of the future; 
it is time we set ourselves to work to invent like our ancestors, 
and to regard what has been accomplished in the past as 
only a series of advances by which we should profit, and 
which we should analyze in order to advance still further; 
it is time to think of the paramount question of economy in 
building .17 

It may be correct to say, however, that these changes nurture an 

embryo of an even more advanced future. Many aspects of a civilized 

life appear to be ignored by people which may have disastrous effects 

on the prosperity of the present culture. Architecture, one of the most 

current controversial subjects, is one such cultural element. Many of 

its traditions, such as incorporation of draftsmanship and 

craftsmanship, have been challenged, and much has been lost through 

the impact of the international style, most notably Mies van de Rohe's 

universal system. People have even suffered from its impact. Change 

is necessary to restore the spiritual and therapeutic impacts of the 

traditional home. One way to achieve these psychological and physical 

17 Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures on Architecture, 
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1987), p.87. 
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Figure 4.5. An apartment building at Tokyo. 

Source: Charles Jencks, The Language of Post-Modern Architecture, 1979. 

Fig"ltr(• ·1..1 . Courtyard house in H<•ijing·. 

Sourc(' : Th(• II is tory gf _Chin~~~ Arrhit <'<' l.u r<· . I ~HH5 . 
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goals is to identify the positive features of successful residential 

architecture. The first issue this author believes should be discussed is 

critical regionalism because he believes that people want to live in an 

environment that has the most amiable and familiar features. 

Referring to the concept of "critical regionalism," Kenneth Frampton 

writes: 

Today the practice of architecture seems to be increasingly 
polarized between, on the one hand, a so-called "high-tech" 
approach predicated exclusively upon production and, on the 
other, the provision of a "compensatory facade" to cover up the 
realities of this universal system.IB 

Contemporary architects should provide local and typical 

characteristics to their architectural products, reflecting the historical 

and regional aspects so that people get a sense of identity, continuity 

and a local flavored sense of place to which they belong. 

A common meaning of today' s industrial world can be seen in the 

results of most architectural practice. The connection of the natural 

and social sciences is expressed in much contemporary architecture 

whether one likes it or not. About this, Adolf Rossi says: 

Architecture presents itself as a vast cultural movement: it is 
discussed and criticized well beyond the marrow circle of its 
specialists; it needs to be realized, to become part of the city, 

18 Kenneth Frampton, "Toward a Critical Regionalism: Six Points 
for an Architecture of Resistance," in Foster, Hal, ed. The Anti
Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture, (Seattle: Bay Press, 1983), 
p.17. 
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to become "the city." In a certain sense, there is no such 
thing as buildings that are politically "opposed," since 
the ones that are realized are always those of the 
dominant class, or at least those which express a 
possibility of reconciling certain view needs with 
a specific urban condition.I9 

Theoretically, if technical and social needs and achievements are 

fully met and appropriately represented, through design this will be 

communicated and the architecture will have a better chance of being 

considered good. If architecture lacks an ability to communicate, it 

lacks meaning and interest. The author will use this notion as a 

fundamental criteria to critically think about the present house and 

community design in the United States. 

The Principles of Fine Traditional 
Chinese House Design 

Obviously, different cultures have different influences on 

architectural practice. When one attempts to carry the influences or 

elements of one culture into another, one should be aware that only the 

parts that have commonality are generally valid. 

There are extremes of course when comparing Chinese and 

American cultures, or most other cultures for that matter, especially in 

architecture (Figures 4.6 and 4. 7). However, identifying the 

19 Adolf Rossi, The Architecture of the City, (Cambridge: The 
MIT Press), p.113. 
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Figure 4.6. A quiet scene at the bank of Qinhuahe River in Nanjing, China. 

Figure 4. 7. The Laser show of Caesar in Las Vegas. 
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commonality that exists in the two will be perhaps helpful for 

improving the design quality of American houses. 

Fine traditional Chinese houses show us how the material and 

spiritual are integrated in its architecture and landscape. As described 

in the book, The Garden Art of China: 

Chinese gardening integrates the beauty of nature, 
architecture and mountains-and-water painting, which 
was created by Chinese artists to "link the outer beauty 
of nature with his inner artistic perceptions." To "draw" 
his pictures the Chinese garden designer used the same 
approach to build gardens. 2o 

As mentioned before, when the rational and human-centered side of 

Chinese thought had become dominant in state and society, and 

Confucian influence extended to painting, it performed a moral function 

in society, refining the spirit and elevating the minds of men. Nowhere 

else in Chinese painting is the Confucian love of learning elaborated, 

the passion of the literature for preserving knowledge of the past with 

his own insights illustrated. The Suzhou house exemplifies the art of 

integrating landscape architecture with house design to achieve self-

cultivation and naturalization with Nature. 

2o Chen and Yu, The Garden Art of China, (Portland: Timber 
Press), p.2. 
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The Huizhou house demonstrates how to incorporate house design 

as an integral part of community design so that the urban spaces richly 

contribute to social life. 

As the cultural backgrounds of China and America are clearly 

distinct, the elements which can be transplanted cross-culturally 

should be investigated carefully. Among the foremost is that described 

by Edwin Morris: "One of the elements that seems to me worth 

transferring to our way of life is a feeling for the relation between man 

and nature"21 (Figure 4.8). When one is wandering in a Suzhou garden 

house complex, one can feel the communication and transition between 

the nature and oneself because of the movement of scenes when one is 

walking. Figure 4.8 illustrates the natural setting of Huizhou and the 

harmonious relationship between men and Nature. 

Model and Type 

From architectural precedents one can summarize and criticize 

what has been done. By analyzing the best examples to use as future 

models, one establishes general rules to guide practice. Referring to 

the definition of model and type, Viollet-le-Duc's says: 

21 Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China, (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Son, 1983), p.246. 
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If we bring to the study of the arts of the past a spirit of 
examination sufficiently earnest and enlightened to distinguish 
the false from the true, and to seduce primordial principles from 
traditions, we shall in the first place have cleared those arts from 
the various influences that have successively modified their 
expression, and we shall succeed in finding those expressions 
which best accord with immutable principles; we shall then 
consider these expression-or forms, if we prefer the term, as those 
which are nearest the truth. We shall be able to recognize them 
as types. If we would advance from archaeology to an immediate 
application of what it places at our disposal, that preparatory 
clearance is necessary; it enables us to distinguish that order of 
study which is purely speculative from that which tends to a 
practical result. 22 

Architectural practice will continue to yield more precedents and 

new types which are logically consistent. For example, when 

Europeans came to the continent of America, they brought their own 

architecture types and theories with them. Throughout several 

hundred years of practice, third, fourth and fifth generations of 

Americans have developed their own architecture types and styles, all 

originating from European precedents. Nevertheless, contemporary 

architecture types continue to undertake dramatic changes and 

produce new offspring. No matter how they vary, there is a logical 

consistency in them. 

In the case of this thesis, change of an Oriental nature will 

intervene in the design of the American house. The author will use two 

22 Viollet-le-Duc, Discourses on Architecture, p.450. 
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Source: Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China, 1983. 

23 Viollet-le-Duc, Discourses on Architecture, Trans. By Benjamin 
Bucknall from French,(New York: Grove Press. Inc.) , p.451. 
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types of traditional Chinese house design as the models to be analyzed. 

Through the anatomic study of these examples will be distilled 

principles and concepts of traditional Chinese house design. They will 

then be applied to the design for housing for the elderly in Lubbock to 

see what improvements can be made to the physical and psychological 

content of this American housing type and community design. Because 

architecture is not a subject that can be measured precisely like physics 

or chemistry, it can not be as systematically investigated and analyzed 

as in the natural sciences. 

In order to test the hypothesis that elements of the Suzhou and 

Huizhou housing can affect positive change to the physical and 

psychological quality of contemporary housing for the elderly in 

America, the project would have to be built and post occupancy 

evaluations (interviews, observation, questionnaires, etc.) carried out 

over a period of several years. What would the investigators look for in 

such a situation--longevity, reduced illness and stress, happier tenants, 

etc.? Where would the control site be found? What criteria would be 

used? This is a fascinating topic outside of the realm of a master's 

thesis. All the author can do is to design a project and test it on the 

architecture and sociology faculty which make up his committee. 

However, one "quick and dirty" investigation was carried out through 
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the use of a questionnaire using the opinions of some faculty on Texas 

Tech campus. The tool sought to confirm the hypothesis that 

Americans (at least well-educated people) would be open-minded 

regarding such Chinese design interventions in their retirement 

communities. A following chapter will discuss this investigation. 

With regard to the design approach to be used in this thesis, the 

Author has been guided by Viollet-le-Due: 

Therefore, we should observe a clear distinction between a form 
which is only the reflection of a tradition, a form adopted without 
consideration, and a form which is the immediate expression of a 
requirement, of a certain social condition; and it is only the study 
of the latter that issues in practical advantage, an advantage not 
consisting in the imitation of this form, but in the example it 
affords of the application of a principle.23 

A visual and written description of the author's design project will 

conclude this document. 

23 Ibid., p.451 
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CHAPTERV 

CHINESE RESIDENTIAL GARDEN COMPLEX DESIGN 

Introduction 

Suzhou contains many examples of traditional Chinese residential 

garden complexes that are surrounded by a series of connected gardens 

and courtyards designed to replicate natural scenes. The house and 

surrounding gardens are designed in such a way so that the inside of 

the house leads the eye to the outside to give a sense of living in a 

natural setting. "Chinese gardens .... are integrated works of art, lyrical 

and picturesque. The overall appearance, though man-made, should 

appear to be formed by nature."24 This is similar to traditional Chinese 

mountain-and-water painters who seek to: 

link the outer beauty of nature with his inner artistic perceptions. 
The Chinese aim at many things in their religious beliefs and 
practices, but their ultimate goal is simply the survival of the 
individual and the realization of his nature25 (Figure 5.1). 

24 Congzhou Chen, On Chinese Gardens, trans. By Xinyi Mao 
from Chinese, (Shanghai: Tongji University Press, 1984), p.1. 

25 Wing-Tsit Chan, "The Individual in Chinese Religions" in The 
Chinese Mind, edited by Charles A Moore, (Honolulu: East-West 
Center Press, 1967), p.287. 
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Accordingly, this approach has had a great impact on the architect 

of these wonderful houses. Successfully, he has integrated the beauty 

of nature, architecture and art. 

The Purpose of Residential Gardens Complexes 

The book, Yuan Yeh, written by the famous landscape architect Ji 

Cheng, published in 1634, has a very clear description of the purpose 

behind residential gardens: they "must nourish the heart, spur the 

poetic reverie by creating an atmosphere of deep feelings, and provide a 

place of retreat wherein one can live as a hermit in the midst of 

town."26 One can feel removed from all the unrest of the world, as if 

one were entering fantastically into a landscape painting. Thus, these 

gardens and houses are the terrain for the imagination (Figure 5.2). 

Another famous garden master and poet, Li Yu, who lived in the 

Ming Dynasty wrote: "The gardens that may be dreamed of are even 

more beautiful than the greatest of gardens that can ever be 

possessed."27 The gardens should release dreams of the innermost 

creative life. The dream gardens are always lyrically depicted in 

26 Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China, p.68. 

27 Ibid., p.69. 
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Chinese scholar's poems. Zizheng Gong, a famous thinker and scholar 

in Qing dynasty wrote: 

U nattained goals occasion unsettled hearts, 
all the things are good that have missing parts; 
Rhyming the glow of the sunset on the mountains beyond, 
Human world is hardly free of human bonds. 28 

The concept for Li Yu is to create imaginary spaces that can only be 

appreciated by scholars, thus, the so-called scholars' gardens. Scholars 

were a special class in feudal China. Those who owned residential 

garden complexes were usually officials of some sort, so the houses 

were at the center of the population. In China, literacy has always 

provided the gateway to the rewards of power and authority; thus the 

houses became the places for proclaiming nobility. These scholars were 

deeply educated and influenced by Confucianism. Their awareness of 

self-value and self-realization were solely constructed on the base of 

Confucianism. 

Confucian ethics considered the individual and the family equally 
important and mutually dependent. Individuals cannot be 
separated from the family. The development of an individual's 
humanity must begin in and with the family. Without the family, 
or in neglect of the family, one's .... humanity is rootless.29 

28 Zizheng Gong, cited in On Chinese Gardens by Congzhou 
Chen, p.53. 

29 Yu-wei Hsieh, "The Status of the Individual in Chinese Ethics" 
in The Chinese Mind, p.318. 
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For this reason, houses were arenas for the activities of the 

extended family, the basic units of the society. This type of house 

became such an important cultural feature in China because of the 

intellectual aspect of the dwelling and garden (Figure 5.3). The house 

and garden was a marvelous physical manifestation of this cultural 

altitude. The settings for of the scholars shaped the garden forms. 

In Yuan Yeh, Ji Cheng said: "Happiness consists in enjoying one's 

freedom." 30 "Freedom" is the word to describe one's ability for 

perceiving psychological growth in a dynamic and positive way. What 

happened on the world outside of the scholar's house and garden was 

less important than what happened in the inner world. The places 

allowing the development of this inner activity occurred behind tall 

walls in the internal spaces of the house and garden. 

To accommodate a sense of freedom for the scholar, many 

architectural elements such as lou, ting and lang (to be described later) 

had to be created throughout the gardens. A modest and ordinary 

appearance from the exterior was required as the expression of the 

scholar's innermost seeking of peace and harmony with Nature. Dai 

Zhang, a man of letters of the Ming Dynasty, recorded what he found in 

a beautiful garden: 

30 Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China, p.93. 
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A long embankment lined with willows and peach trees 
encircles the lake, across which creeps a zigzag bridge leading 
to the garden. Going through the gate of the garden, which 
shields the scene behind, the long corridor leads to the foot 
of a hill, where there are painted houses and bowers with 
curtained windows. Those buildings are so hidden from 
the view that they give one a sense ofprivacy.3I 

Because they were the places where a variety of individuals could 

enjoy their freedom, these elements had to be different. As a result, 

these residential garden complexes have diversified appearances 

(Figures 5.4 and 5.5). 

Tvnes of Residential Garden Design 

In the book, The Garden Art of China, written by Chen Lifang and 

Yu Sianglin, there is a clear description of the concepts used in the 

Chinese garden arts: 

1. Mankind is embedded in the Natural Order as an active, 
though not dominant, player. 

2. Man's role in the Natural Order is not to impose his will on 
Nature but rather to assist in the expression of that which is 
appropriate to the Natural Order of things. This contrasts 
markedly with the traditional western view that Man is free 
to reconstruct the natural order according to his views. 

3. It is incumbent upon Man to understand the inner expression 
and meaning of natural phenomena and must enhance and 
assist that expression and meaning. 

31 Dai Zhang, "Lingering Memories of the Dreams at the Tao 
Villa" in On Chinese Gardens, p.41. 
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4. The art of Chinese gardening and the arts of Chinese painting, 
calligraphy and poetry spring from common esthetic principles. 
All must aim to express and rejoice in the harmony of the 
natural order. The garden arts were regarded as coequal 
with and of equal importance to what in the West are called 
the fine arts. 

5. Essential to every garden are rocks, water, plants, and 
harmonizing architectural constructions. 

6. The garden is the concentration or storehouse of the plants of 
the world. 

7. Appropriately sited and designed, architectural constructions 
were from the beginning considered to be essential to gardens. 

8. The western sense of indoors versus outdoors is foreign to the 
Chinese concept of landscape design practice. The building and 
its furnishings are meant to carry the sense of the exterior 
scenes into the building and so into the sensibilities of the 
building's occupants. 

9. The garden must be planned and laid out in such a way as to 
give the viewer, whether in the garden itself or in a building, a 
sense of being in the natural world.32 

Although these rules mainly concern the landscaping considerations 

in Chinese gardens, there are several things that have direct and 

important bearings on the relationships between the architecture and 

garden. They are extremely important and pertinent, and have great 

potential for application to contemporary American house design. 

From a Chinese designer's point of view, what American house and 

community design needs is perhaps a broader expression of the 

32 Chen and Yu, The Garden Art of China, p.25. 
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relationship between nature and design. For a Chinese designer, an 

ignorance of the harmony that exists between them results in a lack of 

dynamism and communication that can be recognized intuitively, if not 

physically, by the inhabitants. 

As a result of treating housing space as a commodity, residents' 
uncertainty about the meaning of roof, fire and center is as 
profound as the ambivalence about home, mom, and apple pie. 
The transition from vernacular house forms to modern housing 
has left everyone, architects included, confused about styles, 
periods, places, and cultural symbols, the aesthetic confusion and 
the familial confusion compound each other, and neither can be 
unraveled without the other. 33 

In residential design, Western architects often do not realize the 

benefits that accrue from educating the residents so that they 

understand the design impacts of such things as voids, solids and their 

relationships. Many people have forgotten that architecture can speak 

to them. This is not so in China, even blank walls are used to contrast 

with views so that the people can "read" what is meant to be read more 

clearly. If one looks at an example of the residential garden complexes 

in Suzhou, the first impression one gains of the exterior is a solid wall 

enclosing the house (Figure 5.6). This is in stark contrast to standard 

American single family dwellings where unenclosed lawns surround 

33 Dolores Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream, p.98. 
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Figure 5.2. The rock work at the entrance to Zhuozhengyuan Garden, Suzhou. 

Figure 5.3 The bird's-eye view of the central part ofWangshiyuan Garden. 

Source: Chen & Yu, The Garden Art of China, 1986. 
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the houses: one is enclosed, the other is exposed. In America, one 

glance takes in all; In China the viewer is tantalized by miniads of 

sense. Behind the tall, white walls of Suzhou houses, inside the gate, 

there is a world much richer than most Americans' pleasant-looking, 

but passive and isolated place they call home (Figure 5. 7). 

Recognizing the value for influencing North American residential 

community design through historical Chinese examples, Edwin Morris, 

in The Gardens of China, has posed questions of how to bring elements 

of Chinese garden design to bear on Western house design. Could one 

enjoy such poetic activities as a moon-viewing from the typical Western 

window, or tree-viewing, rain-viewing, or snow-viewing--any of the 

things that bring so much pleasure to the scholar's heart? The answer 

must be "Yes" for in the United States there is a tradition of watching 

for meter showers, starry nights, and hamert moons. We have got out 

of looking at them regularly. In the housing design for the elderly in 

Lubbock, the Author will make efforts to create an living environment 

for people to appreciate nature, to enjoy outdoor fresh air in their daily 

routines, to provide places where they can communicate with nature 

and with each other. If the intrusion of neighbors is seen as a problem 

for most Americans, there is no excuse for the inclusion of "medieval 

slits" that pass for windows in the typical suburban home. Why can't 
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Figure 5.6. The entrance ofYiyuan Garden, Suzhou. 

Source: Chen & Yu, The Garden Art of China, 1986. 
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Figure 5.7 . The North corner ofWangshiyuan Garden in Suzhou. 
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the home, Morris suggests, be built around an atrium, for example, in 

order to solve this problem?34 This would produce a much more poetric 

solution to the problem of security. 

Most people should appreciate the dream scene that the Chinese 

poet has depicted below. Poetry is not the preserve only of the 

Oriental, it is inherent in all of mankind. 

The ribbon-like stream meanders smoothly 
Through nearby fields criss-crossed with willowy paths. 
Adjacent to the stream is a fishing village, 
Where ponds are overgrown with water-chestnuts. 
The view is even more enchanting 
When the sunrays are slant and the evening breeze subsides. 
Half the stream becomes purple with trees' reflections. 
And fishermen start hawking perch. 35 

As poetry invades the soul of the Chinese architecture and painting, 

so should it invade the heart of American designers. It is not 

unrealistic that the present architectural designers can provide people 

with such beautiful living environments. The key is to give more 

consideration to their clients' spiritual needs, and to give each house 

and garden the benefit of individual thought in design. Instead of 

soulless mass production, designers should add an appreciation of the 

harmonious relationships between man and nature to guide their 

practice of architecture. 

34 Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China, p.246. 

:35Shizhen Wang, in On Chinese Gardens, p.38. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DETAILED PRINCIPLES OF 

CHINESE GARDEN HOUSE COMPLEX 

Design Methods 

The most comprehensive book about design methods in Chinese 

residential gardens is Yuan Yeh, written by Ji Cheng. In the book he 

explains the ways that the art of painting integrates harmoniously with 

the art of gardening, and how the common underlying theoretical 

principles of aesthetics are executed in gardening practice. According 

to him, a garden should be like a painting. Walking in a garden is like 

walking in a painting. Ancient Chinese scholars used three

dimensional painting to express their ideal position of mankind in 

Nature. Also, Chinese paintings generally depict nature in a replicated 

way. Thus, Chinese gardens are perfect examples of how to integrate 

garden art and paintings. Ji Cheng summarized the general rules that 

should be used as references when dealing with gardening. He points 

out that the buildings occurring in a garden should be designed in 

different styles rather than being identically detailed and planned. 

What Ji Cheng advises designers not to do is precisely what they are 

presently doing: many developers do not incorporate the individual 
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needs of people with nature, landscape, and garden buildings, but 

quickly mass-produce thousands of identical blocky houses quickly and 

with little concern for people's spiritual and psychological needs. 

The absolute uniformity in the lots created by the New York grid 
meant that land could be treated just like money, each piece worth 
the same amount. In the happier, early days of the Republic, 
dollar bills were printed when bankers felt the need of money; so 
too the supply of land could be increased by extending this turf, so 
that more city came into being when speculators felt the urge to 
speculate. 36 

Why repeat the mistakes that our ancestors had resolved hundreds of 

years ago? They would be avoided if more time was allocated to the 

study of precedents. 

In Ji Cheng's book, he categorizes the design methods into five 

aspects: suitability, taking advantage, refinement, simplicity, and 

changeability. These can be defined as follows. 

Suitability. Everything in the garden should have a single and 

uniquely suitable location. Everything in the garden should be located 

so that there are apparent causes for the effects created. Thus each 

architectural element should be placed at a precise position, a location 

where it is "supposed to be." Because the accuracy of positioning is of 

the essence in landscape gardening, one must understand the context 

of each project so that certain causes can logically lead to coincidental 

36 Richard Sennett, Flesh and Stone, p.359. 
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results. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are two examples of how architectural 

elements and garden scenes are suitably assembled together (Figures 

6.1 and 6.2). 

Taking Advantages. An intellectual and rigorous skill is required 

for recognizing the potential of an interesting space. One must be 

sensitive to the surroundings to expose the hidden scene to be taken 

advantage of. 

Beautiful scenes exist everywhere, but incorporating them into one's 

own design requires creative understanding, thought and method. This 

illustration shown in Figure 6.3 is a beautiful example of the moon-door 

(round doorway). This suggests a richer view behind the wall. 

Furthermore, not only should the architectural elements take 

advantage of the views off the site, but they also should take advantage 

of each other's character. In other words, one should create spaces that 

can convey expression of the exterior to the interior as well as from 

interior to exterior. One excellent example of this is found in 

Zhuozheng Garden in Suzhou: it borrows the out-of-city landscapes, 

distant temples and Buddhist pagodas, and incorporates them so that 

from specific locations in the house and garden they can each be seen to 

their best advantage, as well as increasing a wonderful rich sense of 
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spaciousness of the place (Figure 6.4)37. When one is walking along the 

pond inside the garden, the dominant image of the Buddhist pagoda 

outside the garden is always at the center of one's vision, whereas the 

distant temples are seen only from various locations in the garden. 

Refinement. There is an expression in Chinese: "qiu ya qu su." 

When translated into English it means to pursue tastefulness and 

eschew vulgarity. Ji Cheng believes that to achieve tastefulness one 

has to remodel conventional human styles in accordance with the 

features of Nature. The products from such an engagement with 

natural beauty and the beauty and significance of the man-made can 

excel even nature as long as they are carefully accomplished. This 

suggests that the beauty of a project may be obtained through 

thoughtful and artful practice. In order to have a scenic view from the 

garden, "one has to "search for scenery" and to linger at those points of 

interest, to observe and contemplate carefully."38 

People can be provided with more tasteful houses and communities 

in cities through such efforts of refinement. 

37 Isao Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens, (Tokyo: Graphic-sha 
Publishing Company Ltd., 1990), p.15. 

38 Congzhou Chen, On Chinese Gardens, p.l2. 
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Figure 6.1 A half pavilion is the beginning of the garden scenes in 
Wangshiyuan Garden. 

Figure 6.2 Yu Dao Feng Lai Ting is the climax of the garden scenes in 
Wangshiyuan Garden. 
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Figure 6.3. Rich views through an arch gate in Zhuozhengyuan Garden. 

Figure 6. 4 The Buddhist pagoda outside the garden is "borrowed" to create 
scene in Zhouzhengyuan Garden. 

Source: Isao Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens, 1990. 
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Simplicity. According to Ji Cheng, simplicity means using the 

lowest expenditure to get the ultimate quality. Seeking tastefulness 

does not necessarily mean spending extravagantly and using expensive 

or exotic materials. It is most desirable to put taste and thrift together 

to achieve harmonious and delightful environments. 

Changeability. The goal of every scholar's garden is to provide views 

which continually change when one moves through the garden. The 

design should give the resident the most flexibility for observing every 

movement in the garden as well as in the house (Figure 6.5). Good 

landscaping scenes come from "alternating angles of viewing between 

mobility and stability."39 One way to achieve this is for the designer to 

create a layering of scenes and spaces so that enjoying one's freedom 

seems endless, though the site is limited (Figure 6.6). Cheng Hsieh, a 

great Confucian and artist, wrote on a painting describing his garden: 

Moonlight, harsh and clear, floods the high pavilion. 
The night still young, the wicket gate is half-open. 
A lantern moving among trees announces the guest's arrival; 
Smoke rises from the bamboo in answer to my call for tea. 
The dog barks now and then at the falling of autumn stars; 
Gusts of wind disperse the sad sounds to a distant flute. 
As brightly-colored clouds and cool dew overspread the green 
moss. 40 

39 Ibid., p.51. 

40 Hsieh Cheng, "The Small Garden," from Sunflower Splendor, 
co-edited by Wu-chi Liu and Irving Yucheng Lo (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1975), p.487. 
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Figure 6.5. The circuitous corridor in Zhuozhengyuan Garden, Suzhou. 

Figure 6.6 Changing position gives different views through layering devices 
at Xiaofeihong scene point in Zhouzhengyuan Garden. 
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What a beautiful scene this is. To get such a tasteful and tranquil 

scene, can one just duplicate designs that have been produced a 

hundred times? Definitely not. Each situation demands a sensitive 

approach to the design of the site and through the unveiling of the 

spirit of the place. Such tastefulness has rarely been seen anywhere in 

the contemporary design for many years. 

Architectural Elements 

The employment of the design methods discussed above is brought 

out through the use of architectural elements, such as lou, lang and 

ting in the residential garden complex design. In the Suzhou 

residential garden complex, the architecture and landscape design are 

as closely integrated as a hand in a glove so that it is impossible to deal 

with one without the other. As one reads in the contemporary Chinese 

landscape architect, Congzhou Chen's book, On Chinese Gardens: 

Garden composition is by no means a mere matter of setting up 
halls and pavilions and planting trees and flowers. It involves 
deep contemplation and aesthetic appeal. ... thus we can see that 
there is something common between the composition of a poem 
and that of a garden. Only with such an artistic conception can 
we understand the principles of garden composition. 41 

Lou. This is a Chinese word for apartment. It is the place where all 

the family members live. They are usually two stories high with all the 

41 Congzhou Chen, On Chinese Gardens, p.ll. 
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rooms carefully located along the terraces and balconies so that the 

residents can enjoy the view within and beyond the garden (Figure 6. 7). 

It is the architectural elements that create the inner and external 

attraction of the garden. In the garden, neither is lou the dominant 

element of the space nor ting, long or qiang. The purpose of building a 

comparatively high lou in the garden is to have better views and to 

secure the women residents, called neiren, which in Chinese means the 

people that are inside. 

Ting. This is the Chinese word for pavilion. Ting is a shelter or 

pavilion where people stop to meditate, to appreciate the view, the 

sounds and smells of nature, to chant with friends or to savor a mood. 

Ting is the place where the scene stops and transmits its message. It is 

a comma along the sequences of spaces (Figure 6.8). 

Lang. This means arcade, the covered walkway. Generally, they 

connect lous, lings, and other architectural elements. A very important 

function of lang is to help to create deeper space and circuitous shapes 

when they are built along walls (Figure 6.9). The area between lang 

and wall is tianjing, which means "the well cut from the sky," 

according to the original Chinese. In tian jing, groups of plants and the 

shapes of shadows on the wall vary because of the movement of the 

sun give this tiny space rich visual impact (Figure 6.10). Also, lang 
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Figure 6. 7 A lou in Ou (even) yuan Garden, Suzhou. 

Source: lsao Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens, 1990. 

Figure fi.8. Yu Dao Feng Lai Tin({ in Wangshiyuan GardPn, Suzhou. 
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Figure 6.9. Lang in Zhuozhengyuan Garden, Suzhou. 

Figure 6.10. A tianjing· in Liuyuan Garden, Suzhou. 
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serves the purpose of guiding people along circulation routes. The open 

spaces of lang give people interest when walking and experiencing the 

changing views. 

Qiang. When translated, it means wall. The tall walls are used as 

barriers to secure the house and garden. What is more, they become 

the screen on which to display and reflect the movement of light and 

the shades of objects (Figure 6.11). They are not independently placed 

in space, but are connected with other elements. 

Architectural Space 

Void and Solid. The house and garden are wrapped around the 

perimeter by tall walls. They give the image of a solid form. The 

traditional skill necessary to create space in Chinese architecture is 

subtraction whereby the solid block is a theater which one cannot 

understand what is happening until one enters and watches the play. 

In such a block, void and solid are always inter-dependent: the void 

is created by subtracting from the solid. Where there is void, there is 

solid. Through the conflict between solid and void acting as cause, 

interesting and intellectual space occurs. Physically, the garden 

enclosure is the void, whereas the architectural elements are solids. 
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Figure 6.11 The white in Dianchunyi scene point plays the role of reflecting 
the movement of light to give people strong visual impact. 
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However, they permeate each other. As pointed out in On Chinese 

Gardens: 

Without "large" there is no "small," and vice versa. The more 
sparsely a garden is laid out, the more spacious it feels and the 
more changes there are, thus creating a sense of boundless space 
within a limited area. 42 

As a result, the interior space gives different images through 

unlimited changing movements. 

Open and Close. From the exterior, the house is closed. Conversely 

the interior is open. It is not only open physically, but also 

psychologically. In the space enclosed by walls, replicated nature 

provides the residents accessibility to the completely open space. In the 

book, Zhongguo Chuantong Minju Baiti, the author pointed out the 

method of creating space in the traditional Chinese house: 

They place the building in the large vacant space so that the 
exterior space does not form a certain shape .... This type of exterior 
space only gives people the image of the profile of the building. It 
is almost impossible to see the interior space, and the form of the 
building .... the interior space can be closed or semi-closed. Thus it 
is necessary to create a sensitive and comfortable space by having 
a court or garden inside the building. 43 (Figure 6.12) 

One does not have to enter the garden to experience the beauty and 

harmony of Nature. From deep inside the house one can meditatively 

42 Ibid., p.6. 

43 Qi Min Jing, Zhongguo Chuantong Minju Baiti, trans. By the 
author from Chinese, (Tianjin: Tianjin Science & Technology Press, 
1985), p.l2. 
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Figure 6.12 The different forms of creating exterior space in traditional 
Chinese architecture. 

Source: Qimin Jing, Zhongguo Chuantong Minju Baiti, 1985. 
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plunge into the garden and, through one's mind, communicate with 

nature. There is no completely enclosed space in the residential 

garden: all architectural elements are treated equally and have good 

views and access to replicated nature both from outside and inside. 

"We should be able to chant every word properly and with feeling, even 

a small pavilion and small terrace can provide much food for 

thought." H 

Interior and Exterior. In the garden space, the relationship 

between the interior and exterior is changeable because of the 

changeability of different layers of scenes. Precise definitions of 

interior and exterior are not possible, but they depend on the viewer's 

position. "With two different types of viewing, that is, in-position 

(fixed-point) or in-motion, man responds differently, in terms of 

emotion and psychology, to what is in view." 45 The transition between 

different positions is the bridge to link the views from different angles. 

In the book, On Chinese Gardens, there is a very clear description 

about the importance of "transition" between "in" and "out," as well as 

other garden scenes and spaces: 

44 By an authoritative work on garden design written in the 17th 
century from On Chinese Gardens, p.6. 

45 Ibid., p.22. 
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Transition is evident everywhere between split levels, panoramic 
vistas and zigzag views, and it is of great importance that these 
transitionary devices be handled with proper care .... without 
transition, the garden suffers from inconsistency of conception and 
lacks exquisite charm. 46 

House and Garden. The garden is built for the purpose of allowing 

residents a place to fulfill their social and spiritual desires. Performing 

together with houses, the gardens play an important role in the 

complex. The size of a garden might be at times larger than the house, 

yet the architectural elements such as lou, ting, qiang, tianjin and lang 

determine the placement of the landscaping elements. In return, a 

well-designed garden makes it possible for a house to have clear 

physical and psychological value. For a garden house complex, though 

the site is certain, and the size of the house is determined, people still 

have the flexibility for creating different sizes of gardens. The size does 

not matter for determining whether the garden is good or not, 

judgment is determined on the success of the garden in bridging 

mankind and Nature. 

A Chinese proverb says: what is more important for a mountain in 

terms of aesthetics is its stratification but not its elevation; what is 

important for a river or stream to be the best is not its depth, but its 

sinuosity. 

46 Ibid., pp.55-56. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CASE STUDY OF WANGSHIYUAN GARDEN 

The following case study of W angshiyuan Garden in Suzhou will 

provide a more distinct understanding of residential garden complex 

and the underlying principles (Figure 7.1). 

The following is a brief description of Wangshiyuan garden, quoted 

from the book, Chinese Gardens. 

The land on which Wangshiyuan is found was once the 
retirement estate of a Northern Song-dynasty official, Shi 
Zhengshi. The estate was left in disrepair until the 1 700s, when 
Song Zongyuan, another official, made in his villa and named it 
Wangshi, meaning "fisherman," the way in which Song dreamed 
of spending his later years. After Song's death, the estate was 
again uncared for, until about 1800, when Qu Yuancun took it 
over and gave it the layout and appearance it retains today. 
Located in the southeastern corner of the city within its walls, 
W angshiyuan is the only garden in Suzhou in its original state 
which are open to the public. The garden is noted for its yellow
rock arrangements and the harmony achieved between the 
buildings and the lake. It has been designated a national 
treasure. 47 

Among the existing ancient gardens in Suzhou, W angshiyuan 

Garden is one of the smallest, but regarded as one of the best to 

represent the art of these Chinese gardens. The garden area is about 

the same size as the residential part. One has to cross the residential 

47 Isao Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens, p.27. 
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General plane figure of Wang Shi Yuan 
Garden tn Soochow· 
1. Residence 
2. Xiao Shan Cong Gut Xuan (Small 
Hilly Grove Osmanthus Pavilion) 
3. Zhou Ying Shut Ge (Tassel-wash 
Water Pavilion) 
4. Yu Dao Fang Lai Ting (Moon-wind
coming Pa,;lion) 
5. Kan Song Du Hua Xian (See Ptnes 
and Paintings Hall) 
6. Ji Xu Zhai (Abstract-collection Study 
Room) 
7. Zhu Wai Yi Zhi Xian (Branch 
Pavilion Outstde Bamboos) 
8. Dian Chun Yt Garden (Mtng Xuan is 
the rephca of this garden) 
9. Leng Quan Ting (Cool-well Pavihon) 
10. Han Bi Xian (Conserve Green Well) 
11. Wu Fang Shu Wu (Ftve-peak Study 
Room) 
12. Ti Yun Lou (Sta tr-room) 
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Figure 7.1. The general plan of \Vangsruyuan C<.J rden. 

Source: Chen & Yu. Th~_Cardcn Art. of Chin~_ . 1 ~J8() _ 
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space to enter the garden part. The garden is completely hidden in 

the back of the residence. Even at the entrance, only a small but 

elegant and artistically engraved brick cornice indicates the beginning 

of the garden (Figure 7.2). The house, scholar's library, and other 

architectural elements are perfectly integrated with the garden in this 

complex. 

The great task of applying the method of suitability, taking 

advantage, refinement, simplicity and changeability has produced an 

endless story of Wang Shi, meaning "netmaster" --the great fisherman 

(Figure 7. 3). 

It was the scholar's idea to create a space to express his ideal of 

being a tranquil fisherman, who had nothing to struggle with against 

life. To achieve this purpose, water became the center of the garden 

(Figure 7.4). Every architectural unit named is closely related to the 

concept of being a "netmaster." It shows us an example of how rich 

the contents can be when presented on a very small stage. 

The architecture was built alongside the water, and the 

embankments were protected by a revetment made of antique yellow 

stones to make the lake look more extensive. The lake is about square 

with revetments of concave and convex form. At the corners in the 
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Figure 7 .2. The brick decorative work above the entrance to Wangshiyuan 
Garden. 

Figure 7.3. All the rich garden scenes begin at this narrow and simple gate. 

Source: Isao Yoshikawa, Qb.inese Gardens, HJHO. 
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Figure 7 .4. The center part of \Vangshiyuan Garden. 

Source: Edwin T. Morris , Th()_ ~;ardens of China, 1983. 
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northwest and southeast, twisting creeks were excavated to provide 

water. 

The Zhou Yin Shui Ge (Tassel-wash Water Pavilion) was 

positioned in a relatively low area of the site while at the west side a 

corridor climbed upward to the Yu Dao Feng Lai Ting (Moon-Wind

Coming Pavilion) (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). From there one has a 

commanding view overlooking all the scenes in the garden. 

North of the corridor is a zigzag bridge above the water to 

markedly widen the visual perception of the lake (Figure 7.7). Along 

the sides of the creek, bushes were planted to provide a sense of 

wilderness. A small bridge and an arch bridge were built at 

proportional heights over the creek both for traffic and as an 

embellishment to add more charm to the scene. 

When one travels along the corridor from Yu Dao Feng Lai Ting to 

Kan Song Du Hua Xuan (See Pines and Paintings Hall), the rookeries 

and flower beds are seen beside the creek. When turning back 

through the tortuous corridors at the back of Zhou Ying Shui Ge, one 

will pass Xiao Shan Cong Gui Xuan (Small Hilly Grove Osmanthus 

Pavilion), which is a roundabout path alongside the residence leading 

to a water kiosk, one of the primary scenic spots in the garden (Figure 

7.8). The kiosk was paired with another on the opposite side of the 
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Figure 7.5. The Zhou Yin Shui Ge (Tassel-wash Water Pavilion). 

Fig·ure 7.6. The Yu Dao Feng Lai Ting (Moon-Wind-Coming· Pavilion). 
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Figure 7.7. The zigzag bridge above the water. 

Fig·ure 7 . ~ . The primary sc:PIH' of the Garden . 
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lake. One can see from either of the scenes around the lakeside. 

Looking to the south from the Kan Song Du Hua Xuan is the 

picturesque flower bed dominated by pines and cypresses on the 

north. 

The western part is the Dian Chun Yi garden, an inner garden 

(Figure 7.9). The name comes from a Chinese poem that describes the 

beauty of a peony growing in a spare planting area before a flower bed 

in front of the hall: "The peony flowers richly even at the end of 

spring." The front of the hall has a rockery opposite a zigzag corridor 

at the southwest corner (Figure 7.10). A fountain named Han Bi 

(Source of Clear Water) which provides a continuous flow of fresh 

water to a pond in the middle part of the garden. Above the fountain 

is a half-pavilion named Leng Quan (Cold Fountain) (Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.10. The zigzag corridor to Dian Chun Yi Garden. 
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Jo'i:.!un' 7.11. The half-pavilion: L< ~ ng- quan . 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SURVEY 

Introduction 

Is it possible that traditional Chinese design methods can be 

applied to American houses to the benefit of the latter? This study 

investigates the response of Americans to questions regarding their 

retirement options of whether the possible influence of elements of 

Suzhou and Huizhou housing incorporated into retirement housing 

would attract them. This survey also tests the acceptance of a 

retirement move to a smaller and denser community if the quality of 

outside space was high. The hypothesis that people are flexible 

enough to choose different housing options when they retire will be 

examined. A positive result of the survey will justify the application of 

traditional Chinese house design principles in the design of a 

retirement housing project in Lubbock. 

It is well known that big cities in the United States are facing 

more and more problems than ever before, especially in their inner 

cores. As Richard Sennett states in the book, Flesh and Stone: 

In the village the homeless sleep in streets near Washington 
Square, but off the drug route; during the day, the stand outside 
the local banks .... The street, the cafe, the department store, the 
railroad, bus, and underground became places of the gaze rather 
than scenes of discourse. When verbal connections between 
strangers in the modern city are difficult to sustain, the impulses 
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of sympathy which individuals may feel in the city looking at the 
scene around them become in turn momentary-a second of 
response looking at snapshots of life. 48 

Much of the design of living environments for American people 

lack any consideration and care for people's physical and psychological 

needs. In The Social Logic of Space, Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson 

wrote: 

It is often said that changes in the urban surface were the 
result of the invention and spread of the motor car. This is 
untenable for one very simple reason: the morphological 
prototypes of the new urban surface were developed fifty years 
before the invention of the motor car, and by the time when the 
motor car was only beginning to penetrate the more affluent 
regions of society, the diffusion of the new prototypes was already 
under way. What is interesting about the motor car explanation 
is that it is yet another instance of our pervasive tendency to give 
technological and functional explanations for processed that are 
essentially sociological. 49 

Contemporary houses and community design do not give respect 

to spiritual needs. Very few architects design tract housing. Builders 

do it with draftsmen. They seem to weigh the value of house design 

the hourly rate they have to pay, the cheapest materials and the 

smallest lots, or they try to make them appear larger than they really 

are by using tall, multi-pitched roofs which do not add anything to the 

interior usable space. They do not concern themselves with what 

people really need. Unfortunately, the buyers do not know, either. 

48 Richard, Flesh and Stone, p.358. 
49 Hillier and Hanson, The Social Logic of Space, p.262. 
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It is valuable to investigate if people, given a choice, would they 

change their living environment. What would be the influences that 

would make them change? Because housing varies so widely, it is 

almost impossible to conduct a survey that covers the whole range of 

housing types that people own, rent, or lease. Nor does it cover all 

categories of people, ethnic, racial, economic and educational types. In 

this survey for this master's thesis, the researcher has narrowed the 

scope of his survey to include only people on Texas Tech campus with 

regard to their housing options when they retire. 

The statement above indicates that American people tend to 

become individualized rather than to be socialized. Look at what they 

are doing in the bar, club and workplace. They try to make friends 

everywhere, though this kind of friendship may not go deep nor last 

very long. However, this suggests that Americans want to be outside 

of their very limited circle of family and friends. 

The most frequently seen single family houses scattered around 

U.S. cities vary in size but most stand in isolation to each other. It is 

possible that people would accept smaller and denser lining 

environments which would provide closer relationships and more 

amiable atmospheres if the quality of design features and landscape 

was heightened, and if they were educated. Mter all, American 
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students spending a summer in Italy are enchanted by the dense living 

they experienced. 

In housing and community design, one should be aware that 

people need strong contacts, not only with family and friends, but as 

members of the bigger society. It may be a stronger feeling among the 

aged. When one is designing a house complex for the elderly, it must 

be recognized that the elderly need much more physical and 

psychological communication between each other, and the 

environment should be designed to reflect this. 

Architecture Design 

The design thesis will be a garden house complex for the elderly. 

It will be located in Lubbock, Texas, at 15th Street and Orlando Ave. 

There will be thirteen units in the complex plus offices, laundry 

facilities, community rooms and gardens. This project will provide 

living environments suitable for the elderly physical prowess and 

mental health. That the principles found in traditional Chinese house 

design will be applied to this project to benefit the quality of the 

community design. In Chinese society the elderly are much respected 

and treasured for their wisdom and abilities. 
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The survey will test whether the project has market value, social 

value, and the flexibility to satisfy most of the retired person's needs. 

Methods 

A questionnaire was used to collect the data. The subjects 

utilized in the survey were a group of Texas Tech University faculty 

members, randomly selected for the survey. The researcher will go to 

the College of Human Sciences and the College of Education, and 

asked some of the faculty members if they would like to participate the 

survey. The faculty members in College of Architecture and Asian 

American professors were not chosen as subjects due to possible bias 

when asked to respond to questions related to either architecture or 

Chinese culture. 

The reasons that TTU faculty members were chosen to be subjects 

were: 

1. They are of a similar income level; 

2. They have a similar level of education; 

3. They have similar points of view in terms of life goals; 

4. They have similar life styles; 

5. They have similar life philosophies. 

6. They are accessible. 
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7. They are more likely to respond to a student researcher 

having limited time and finances at his disposal. 

Finally, for the purpose of this study, it was easier to compare 

findings from a group of similar people than to add the variable of 

subjects from a diversified body with the increase in time needed to 

analysis the results. 

The questionnaire was composed of twelve questions relating to 

subjects' consideration of their housing options when they retire. After 

the survey, the researcher analyzed the data and drew conclusions. 

Because there was a small number of responses in the survey, the 

results are inconclusive, though they indicate a trend that should be 

tested as a larger population. Further surveys should be conducted to 

increase the amount of usable data which would produce conclusions. 

The questionnaire is founded in the Appendix. 

Responses 

During the survey, the researcher asked fourteen faculty 

members on TTU campus. Four of them said they did not have time to 

answer all these questions. Thus, ten valid responses were collected. 

Following are the analysis of the answers to each question. 
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1. What is your age group? 

Three were in the group of 35-45, seven were in 45-55. 

In other words, seventy percent of the subjects were closer to 

their retirement. It indicates that the responses collected in this 

survey are likely to represent people's retirement housing options. 

2. In what type of housing do you currently reside? 

Five live in single family housing, three live in condominiums, 

two live in low-rise apartments. Thus the majority already experience 

a form of communal living. 

3. Where will you live when you retire? 

Three would like to move closer to their family; two would like to 

live with people of a similar age group in a well planned retirement 

environment; five will continue to live where they are as long as they 

can. 

According the figures above, fifty percent of the people prefer to 

stay where are, thirty percent would move to be near their families 

and twenty percent would move to a new place. Thus the results are 

inconclusive, though fifty percent do anticipate a move when they 

retire. 
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4. If you move out of your current dwelling when you retire, what 

type of housing would you prefer? 

Six would prefer a designed retirement environment; four would 

prefer single family housing. As a follow up to question 3, these 

results show that people would move, and to a place that is especially 

designed for themselves would be acceptable. This is viewed positively 

in this thesis study as it opens up the possibility for cross-cultural 

influence on the design process for the twilight of their years. 

5. What will be the reason that you move out of your current 

dwelling? 

Three said it will be because they no longer need all the space; 

one said it would be too much space to clean in his current dwelling; 

one wanted to sell, make money and buy a smaller place; five said it 

would be because of other reasons, but did not specify them. 

These responses shows that at least fifty percent of those 

interviewed think that they will have definite reasons to move out of 

their current dwelling when they retire. The remaining fifty percent 

are not sure about their reasons, though they have the flexibility to 

move when they retire. 
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6. What will mostly affect your living habits if you move to 

smaller residences? 

Two said reduced privacy would be the most concern; one said 

smaller rooms; five said more noise and two said smaller yard/garden. 

According to the responses, fifty percent of the people are more 

concerned about quietness than privacy. Twenty percent are worried 

about living with a smaller yard/garden. 

Designers must provide a quiet (soundproof) communal living 

environment. Also, by increasing exterior space through increasing 

the density of the dwellings, residents would be happier. They do not 

want to be tightly confined. The Huizhou and Suzhou house design 

might therefore be appreciated. 

7. Could the negative impacts be offset by any of the factors in the 

list? 

Two said smaller space requires less cleaning time; five said close 

neighbors could mean more accessible friends; three said more 

opportunities for community involvement--day at the shops, bridge, 

evening film show, etc.--would occur. 

This indicates that people believe they will make more friends in 

a smaller communal neighborhood. In other words, a well planned 

retirement environment would provide people many advantages. 
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8. What would a more densely arranged retirement community 

provide you if you were to move there? 

One said it should be the quality and maintenance of the 

landscaping was high; one said there would be safe places to walk; six 

said there would be safe place to sit and talk; two said it would be the 

sheltered space for outside activities. 

Very obviously, this strongly suggests that the provision of safe 

spaces will contribute to better communication with neighbors. 

9. What are the major factors that would affect your decision 

regarding housing options when you retire? 

Two thought a water feature--pond is the most important; five 

thought a garden wall for overall privacy; and three thought places to 

sit were essential. In other words, fifty percent of those interviewed 

were more concerned with overall privacy. This suggests that no 

matter how flexible people are when they face their retirement housing 

options, privacy is always a most important consideration. 

10. Would your priorities change if the landscape was maintained 

only by the management? 

Three said yes; three said no; and four said they did not know. 
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This suggests that seventy percent of those interviewed are 

flexible enough to change their housing options, particularly if the 

heavy work of yard maintenance was removed from their daily routine. 

11. If your desired retirement dwelling is in a different city, will 

you move there when you retire? 

One said yes; seven said no; two said they did not know. 

Seventy percent of those interviewed would like to stay in the 

general locale where they have spent a good part of their working lives 

and are familiar with. It is more important for designers and 

developers to provide retirement homes in neighborhoods across the 

city. 

12. If you lived in a denser environment where all residents are 

perceived as members of a '1Jig family," would you think you would 

have less privacy? 

Three said yes; six said no; one said "I think I can always have my 

privacy if I want." 

This suggests that people's perception of"privacy" is more related 

to their strength of their own characters. Therefore, it is possible that 

designers should investigate opportunities for creating different living 

environments and lifestyles than they might have thought otherwise. 
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Conclusion 

From the analysis above, the researcher drew conclusion that 

people do have the strength and flexibility to make alternative 

decisions regarding their housing options when they retire. The 

hypothesis is sustained. 

Because of the small number of subjects in this survey and the 

limitation of the questionnaire's scope, it is impossible to tell if the 

results from the survey will represent the overall reaction of people at 

large. However, some of the answers in the survey do suggest that 

people do want to have a better living environment, and are prepared 

for change when retire. 
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CHAPTER IX 

DESCRIPTION OF THE THESIS DESIGN PROJECT 

This thesis design will focus on elderly housing design. 

Throughout the process, several factors will be taken into 

consideration: major spaces; development size and dwelling-unit mix; 

density; and other factors. These consideration will be integrated in 

the application of the specific design principles found in traditional 

Chinese houses. 

Introduction 

Facing the task of designing housing project for the elderly, the 

foremost question is: "Who are the elderly?'' 

Perhaps the major features that distinguish the elderly people are 

their physical, psychological and social changes. One can find clear 

statements of these changes in the book, Design for Aging: An 

Architect's Guide: 

The physical changes experienced during the aging process 
generally involve mobility, strength and stamina, vision, 
hearing, and tactile and thermal sensitivity. The degree of 
change experienced in each of those areas can vary widely, but 
dysfunction itself--however limited--can start a downward spiral 
into a larger sense of disorientation and vulnerability50. 

50 The AlA Foundation. Design For Aging: An Architect's 
Guide. (Washington, D.C.: The AlA Press- Publisher, 1985), p. 7. 
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[T)he speed with which we process, store, summon and express 
information--not intelligence, per se--may decline with age. It 
requires little imagination to realize that such changes in 
perception, cognition and expression can have a depressing and 
perhaps debilitating psychological effect, even (or especially) 
when intelligence is still intact. 51 

[M]ost of the physical and mental changes that confront the 
aging are the social adjustments we all face as we grow older. 
Retirement from the workplace, limitations in mobility in the 
larger world and separation from family and friends can place 
enormous psychological and emotional burdens on older 
people .... Aging does not change the nature of a human being. 
Most elderly continue to be vital, alert, sensitive people whose 
capacities for emotion and social relationships remain unchanged 
throughout their lives. 52 

These major changes of elderly people are also distinctively 

addressed in the book, Low Rise Housing for Older People: 

Older persons are likely to experience a sense of loss in social 
position particularly as worker, spouse, and parent .... This 
frequently leads them to withdraw from the larger society and to 
depend more on their immediate residential environment for 
social dependence is reinforce by a reduction in their physical 
strength and coordination .... Getting older also means a reduction 
in sensory capacities. 53 

Most elderly people facing these changes want to be active in their 

daily lives; and therefore, a housing project for the elderly should 

carefully consider their needs. 

51 Ibid., p.9. 

52 Ibid., p.lO. 

53 Zeisel Research. Low Rise Housing for Older People. 
(Washington, D.C.: HUD, 1977), p.15. 
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There are different types of facilities for the elderly people. They 

are like a spectrum in which the types overlap. It is almost impossible 

to distinguish one from the other. However, there are five landmark 

facility types of housing for the elerly that can be considered: 

1. Elderly housing, 

2. Senior/community centers, 

3. Residential care facilities, 

4. Nursing homes, 

5. Continuing care retirement communities. 54 

This design thesis will focus on elderly housing. As addressed in 

the book, Design for Aging: An Architect's Guide: 

The term "elderly housing" refers to all types of independent and 
semi-independent housing facilities in which elderly residents 
are generally able to care for themselves without supervision and 
extensive medical attention. The range of elderly housing 
extends from resident-owned single-family houses to multiunit 
housing projects and congregate housing. 55 

In this thesis, the author chose to investigate a mult-unit housing 

project for elderly people in Lubbock, applying the principles of 

traditional Chinese house design. 

54 The AlA Foundation. Design For Aging: An Architect's 
Guide. (Washington, D.C.: The AlA Press- Publisher, 1985), p.l3. 

55Jbid., p.l7. 
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Social Impact 

Because of the general ineffectiveness of social security benefits 

and pensions for many elderly people to afford comfortable and 

economic living environment, their needs have been neglected by 

designers. Where society offers dwellings to the elderly, there is too 

often little consideration given regarding social and psychological 

needs. This results in the indifference for, and isolation of many 

elderly people. 

Those in retirement deserve good-quality dwellings. Unlike 

single-family houses, dwellings for senior citizens do not require large 

spaces and high degrees of separation between each unit and from 

outside. Thus there are a range of opportunities for architects to 

create a variety of spaces. The elderly need frequent contact with 

neighborhood members so that they can be an integral part of a united 

neighborhood, having social access to all activities and not 

disconnected from their earlier active life habits. It is also necessary 

for them to have opportunities for regularly visiting surrounding 

neighborhoods, shopping centers and places of entertainment. 

Through these interactions, the elderly will have opportunities to 

meet children, teenagers and other people so that they can really feel 

themselves members of society. Accordingly, dwellings for the elderly 

should be located to ensure that ties with society are never cut. 
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Scope of Program 

Many factors are addressed in the project program. The 

programming and design procedure consider human needs and values 

of the elderly, and starts with a definition of the type and scope of 

development. 56 The following will be addressed in this chapter: 

a. Activity program, 

b. Space program, 

c. Social impact. 

Contents of Project 

The project is a compact residential complex for the elderly 

located in Lubbock, Texas, at the corner of 15th Street and Orlando 

Avenue. This is a typical residential neighborhood in this city. 

The complex contains eight one-bedroom units and five two-

bedroom units. Eleven parking spaces are provided for the habitants. 

A central laundry facility, games room, a neighborhood room, a 

management office and maintenance facility are arranged aroYnd a 

central public space. These facilities are located within a walled 

garden designed on principles selected from Suzhou and Huizhou 

house and community design in China. 

56 Ibid. 
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The gardens are designed to have different pavilions, corridors, 

bridges, deciduous and evergreen trees, and flowers and shrubs 

surrounding a central pond. This environment will provide the 

elderly people a convenient and quiet place which will have a positive 

effect on their physical and psychological health. All the facilities and 

architectural elements are carefully designed to meet the needs of a 

small population growing older and less mobile. 

The carefully designed exterior provides a safe and stimulating 

environment with its facilities providing year-round activities. 

Residents have opportunities for active and passive recreation, 

exercise and relaxation in the gardens which have been designed to 

create the appearance of much larger spaces. The integration and 

transition of the interior and exterior spaces are a major consideration 

in the project. 

Activity Program 

Dwelling Units 

The dwelling units are fully integrated with the garden elements. 

This is the main feature that distinguishes this design from most 

other dwelling projects. This is achieved by the employment of the 

principles of traditional Chinese garden house design. 
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Gardens 

The gardens are treated equally (in design terms) with dwelling 

units. The largest of the dwelling unit complex forms an enclosed, 

public central garden, but there are also secondary garden areas 

attached to each unit which are private. Differing from spaces most 

usually seen in housing projects, these gardens have a multiplicity of 

exterior forms, sizes, treatment in terms of hard and soft surfaces, 

colors, texture, planting, paving and water features, as well as 

providing the setting for pavilions, corridors, bridges and open halls. 

Service facilities 

The service facilities are centered around a laundry room, a 

neighborhood room, a management office and a maintenance room. 

They have high visibility and convenient access. These service 

facilities provide the inhabitants with a convenient place to meet each 

other as well as being designed to provide them with beautiful views 

of various garden spaces. Though the service facilities are secondary 

in importance to dwelling units, they play an important role in 

incorporating the overall architectural and garden elements. 
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Parking 

There are eleven parking places in three locations. They are 

positioned near the entrance to each group of units, but outside of the 

wall. It is desirable to incorporate the parking place with a dwelling 

unit's own garden space; however, the provision of short walking 

distances between the parking lots and the dwelling is good for the 

elderly person's health by forcing them to walk regularly. This may 

sound a little odd in a country so heavily dependent on the car; but in 

Asian and other countries, walking is a part of people's daily lives. It 

helps them to stay healthy. 

Space Program 

Areas are based on the data in Time-Saver Standards for 

Residential Development and Time-Saver Standards for Building 

Types, and are the minimum required floor areas. 

Dwelling Units 

Living Room 

• Activities: Entertaining, relaxing, reading, writing and 

watching television. This is the most important space for elderly 

to relax and spend most of their indoor life. 
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• Occupants: Varies according to types of unit, (i.e., number of 

bedrooms. 

• Sq. Ft: 1-bedroom unit: 180 S.F. for living room. 

2-bedroom unit: 250 S.F. for living room. 

• Occupant Requirements: The living room requires interesting 

views and southern exposure. It is desirable to have extra 

wide window stools for plants, built-in shelves and storage 

spaces. A lobby is desirable for separating the living area 

from the outside to ensure the privacy. 

• Furniture: Furniture will be provided by the occupants. To 

be included in the layout are: window stool; built-in shelves 

and storage; extra large window to ensure large eye-level 

zone. 

• Design Consideration: The living room is the most frequently 

used space for the occupants' daily lives. It should have 

interesting spatial forms, good arrangement of windows and 

circulation providing beautiful garden view. Though 

mechanical ventilation system is required in each dwelling, 

natural ventilation will add to the quality of the environment. 

To avoid excessive heat and glare from the sun in summer, 

western and eastern exposures have not been chosen. 
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Bedroom 

• Activities: Sleep and rest. 

• Occupants: Varies by type of unit. 

• Sq. Ft: Varies by types of unit. 

1 bedroom unit: 120 S.F. 

2 bedroom unit: 1st: 120 S.F. 2nd: 90 S.F. 

• Location Requirements: Adjacent to living room, with easy 

access to the bathroom. It has visual and physical access 

to the private garden spaces. 

• Special Equipment: Each bedroom has a bell or buzzer for 

the elderly to call for assistance. In close proximity to the 

bed, there is a convenience outlet hooked up to a switch at 

the door and entrance of the dwelling unit. It is desirable to 

have a single-switch ceiling or wall fixture. 

• Design Consideration: The bedrooms are at least 11' -0" wide 

and 10' -6" long. For bed-ridden people, this space is the 

major room in the dwelling. Thus the design considers 

the possibility for rearranging the placement of the bed 

for changes in view. To provide these, the eye-level zone 

requirement of the living room is applied to the design of the 

bedroom. 
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Dining Room 

• Activities: This space is used for people to have their meals, 

to entertain and relax. Activities overlap with those in 

the living room. 

• Sq. Ft : Varied by types of unit. 

1 bedroom and 2 bedroom units: 120 S.F. 

To allow comfort and flexibility, the sizes of dining room in 

this project are larger than those in the Time-Saver 

Standards, shown on page 682. 

• Location Requirements: Between the kitchen and living 

room. The dining room is located near the garden 

spaces and has visual access to the outside. 

• Furniture: Furniture will be provided by the residents. 

Design Consideration: Serving space is the major concern in 

dining room. The design allows 36" between the wall or a 

piece of furniture and the table. 

Kitchen 

• 

• 

Activities: This is the place for preparing and cooking food . 

Sq. Ft: 100 . 

The data in Time-Saver Standards indicates that the 

minimum floor area of kitchen for a one bedroom 
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dwelling unit is about 50 SF. 57 For the elderly compact 

size kitchens can be difficult or dangerous to use 

because as they have slower and less imprecise 

movements and reaction time. If they fall they can hit 

themselves on edges and corners. 

• Location Requirements: Next to the dining room. It is 

desirable to place the kitchen away from the bedroom(s) 

to ensure privacy for the sleeping area. Generally, this 

space has northern exposure. 

• Equipment: Kitchen sink, a stove and a refrigerator 

as well as adequate shelves and storage all the work 

surfacs is provided. An exhaust fan ensures ventilation and 

the removal of cooking odors. 

• Design Consideration: Shelves are no higher than 68" 

from the floor, and no lower than 12" to the floor. 

Storage spaces are designed so that regular use and bulk 

items are stored between 27-63" from floor. 58 Slip 

resistant floor finishes are used. An interesting view is 

not the major concern in the kitchen. However, a good 

57 Time-Saver Standards for Residential Development, p.873. 

58 Ibid. 
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one will give great pleasure and comfort when working in 

the kitchen as it will help to reduce tension. 

Bathroom 

• Activities: The bathroom provides the space to shower and 

bathe. 

• Sq. Ft : 60-80. 

Because many elderly people need assistance when using 

the bathroom, the is large enough for an extra person to help 

the elderly. Also, because a wheelchair may be used, a 

minimum 60 S.F. is utilized. 59 

• Location Requirements: Conveniently accessed from bedroom 

and living room. It does not require an outside window. 

• Equipment: A toilet, lavatory, and a bathtub with hot and 

cold running water under pressure.60 Extra large 

medicine cabinets. Ventilation fan. 

• Design Consideration: Considering that the occupants maybe 

in a wheelchair, the doorway is 3'-0" wide. A switch for 

ventilation and lighting is located at 3' -0" above floor 

level so that it is easily controlled by people. All grab 

59 Ibid., p.89. 

60 Time-Saver Standards for Residential Development, p.874. 
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bars use noncorrosive materials and are mounted to 

withstand a weight of 500lb. 61 Though this project is 

not specifically designed for disabled people, similar 

considerations for fixtures have been included. 

Gardens 

• The gardens include a public centrally organized, organically 

shaped pond and private in-unit gardens. These 

provide alternative "stages" for the elderly who live 

there. 

• Location Requirements: Each unit faces the central garden 

and water features, and each has a small private garden 

attached to the unit. 

• Special Equipment: Comfortable artificial lighting levels to 

ensure safety at night time and use throughout the year. 

• Design Consideration: The garden spaces should integrate 

architectural and landscaping elements. The overall layout of 

the garden is free form. The principles of dealing with 

the relationship between nature and gardens in 

traditional Chinese garden house complex have been 

applied in the design as described in Chapters V and VI. The 

61 Ibid., p.89. 
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relationship between garden spaces and service facilities have 

been considered carefully. 

• The views and spaces can be characterized as follows: 

1. A public central garden around the pond, 

featuring the water and different pavilions, open halls 

and plantations. 

2. The entry courtyard features different 

pavement patterns and materials. 

3. Secondary garden areas, feature water and bridges 

adjacent to one-bedroom units. 

4. Secondary garden areas, feature decorative rock 

work and plantings adjacent to two-bedroom units. 

Service Facilities 

Laundry Room 

• Activities: This space will act not only as the place for doing 

laundry, but it also has the role of a meeting space for 

gossip, etc. 

• Sq. Ft : 250 S.F. 

This figure is based on the recommendation allowing a 
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minimum of 25 S.F. per machine.62 There are 2 washers and 2 

dryers. In addition, ironing space is provided as well as a 

small area for coffee and vending machines. 

• Location Requirements: This space is centrally located for 

visibility, accessibility and safety. 

• Special Equipment: Washers, dryers, folding table, iron 

table, rest chairs and mechanical ventilation system. 

• Design Consideration: This space has an organic connection 

with other service facilities, the game room and 

neighborhood room. 

Neighborhood Room 

• Activities: This space is a large lounge with ancillary 

areas which serve multi-purpose activities. It will be 

usd as the central facility for activities within the 

complex as well as providing a place to interface with 

people from the neighborhoods. 

• Occupants: Varies by event. Maximun 85 . 

• Sq. Ft: 600 S.F . 

62 Time-Saver Standards for Residential Development, 1984, 

p.819. 
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• Location Requirements: In the center of the complex. It is 

separated from the dwelling units to prevent multi

purpose activities interrupting the resident's privacy. 

• Furniture: Chairs, sofas, tables, adequate lighting 

and good ventilation. Public telephone, vending and 

coffee machines, restrooms. 

• Design Consideration: This space has a more prominent 

visual impact than the laundry room. Interesting views are 

provided, even when one looks through this space. The 

relationship between this space and the garden areas is one of 

the major concern in this design. 

Parking 

815. 

• Sq. Ft : 200 S.F. (20'x10'). 

• 

• 

Zoning requires that each dwelling unit will have a 

parking place.Location Requirements: Within 100' -0" from 

the dwelling unit. 63 

Special Equipment: Good lighting for safety at night time . 

Design Consideration: This space has been planned to 

bridge the outside and inside spaces. 

63 Time-Saver Standards for Residential Development, pp.814-
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Other 

• Activities: These include necessary storage space in the 

dwelling units and the service facilities, circulation 

space, and other architectural elements in the gardens, 

such as pavilions, corridors, open halls, bridges, 

maintenance room, management office, etc. 

• Sq. Ft : As needed. 

• Design Consideration: Every space should be treated equally 

so that they work together and contribute to the overall 

harmony of the complex. They should not only meet the 

codes and standards but also have high aesthetic value. 
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN PROGRAM SURVEY 

I am carrying out a survey to determine the option for 
retirement housing in particular whether you would move to a 
small and dense community if the quality of outside space was 
high. Your help in completing this survey is most appreciated. 
Please spend a few minutes with this questionnaire. 

Thank you for your participation in answering the 
questions. 

Please circle the ones that correspond to your opinion. 

1. Your age group is: 
35-45 
45-55 
55-65 

(3) 
(7) 
(0) 

2. 

3. 

In what type of housing do you currently reside? 
a. Single family 
b. condominium 
c. low rise apartment 
d. high rise apartment 

When you retire, will you: 
a. Live by yourself? 
b. move closer to your family? 
c. live with people of a similar age group people 

in a well planned retirement environment? 
d. continue to live where you are for as long as I 

can? 

(5) 
(3) 
(2) 
(0) 

(0) 
(3) 

(2) 

(5) 

4. If you move out of your current dwelling when you retire, 
what type of housing would you prefer? 
a. Single family ( 4) 
b. multi-family (0) 
c. A designed retirement environment (6) 
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5. If you move from your current dwelling when you retire, 
it will be because: 
a. you no longer need all the space? (3) 
b. it is too much to clean? (1) 
c. you want to sell, make some money, and buy a 

smaller place? (1) 
d. you want to sell, make some money, and rent 

a smaller place? (0) 
e. other reasons (5) 

6. Smaller residences are usually denser, close to each 
other with smaller yards. This will have some 
effect on your living habits. Please identify what 
will affect you most. Rate the following from 1 to 5 
with 1 being the most important and 5 the least. 
a. Reduced privacy (2) 
b. Smaller rooms (1) 

c. Fewer rooms (0) 
d. More noise (5) 

e. Smaller yard/garden (2) 
f. Other (0) 

7. Could the negative impacts be offset by any of the 
following? 
a. Smaller space requires less cleaning time (2) 
b. Close neighbors could mean more 

accessible friends (5) 

c. Denser units mean more exterior 
space and landscaping (0) 

d. More opportunities for community 
involvement--day at the shops, bridge, 
evening film show, etc. (3) 

e. Other (0) 
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8. Would you move to a more-densely arranged 
retirement community if 
a. The quality and maintenance of the 

landscaping was high (1) 
b. There was regular variety of arranged events (0) 
c. There was safe place to walk (1) 
d. There was safe place to sit and talk (6) 
e. There was sheltered space for your outside 

activities (2) 
f. Other (0) 

9. What are the major landscape factors that would affect 
your decision regarding housing options when you 
retire? Rate the following from 1-5 with 1 being 
the most important and 5 as the least. 
a. Lawn 
b. Water feature--pond (2) 
c. Water feature--fountain (0) 
d. Garden wall for overall privacy (5) 
e. Changes in paving patterns (0) 
f. Places to sit (3) 

g. Flowers (0) 
h. Vines (0) 
I. Trees--flowering (0) 

j. Trees--fruit (0) 

k. Trees--deciduous (0) 

l. Sculpture (0) 

m. other (0) 

10. Would your priorities change if the landscape was 
maintained only by the management? 
a. Yes (3) 

b. No (3) 

c. Do not know. (4) 

11. If your desired dwelling is in a different city, 
will you move there when you retire? 

(1) a. Yes 
b. No (7) 

c. Do not know (2) 
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12. If you lived in a denser environment where all residents 
are perceived as members of a "big family," 
would you think you would have less privacy? 
a. Yes (3) 
b. No (6) 
c. I think I can always have my privacy 

if I want. (1) 
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